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Introduction .

I

n recent papers 1 ) 2 ) some measurements on the total charge s
of fission fragments were reported . The deflections suffered by

the fragments along their paths in the magnetic field of the cyclotron were measured . In some experiments the fragments travelle d
in vacuum, in which cases the curvatures of the paths wer e
determined by the total charges with which the fragments left
the uranium layer . In other experiments the fragments passe d
through a gas at a rather low pressure, and the curvatures wer e
now determined by the average charges of the fragments in th e
gas . By the passage through the gas the fragments exchang e
electrons with the gas molecules, and the charges are determine d
by an equilibrium between capture and loss of electrons . Thes e
equilibrium charges were found to be slightly different in differen t
gases and, especially, to differ markedly from the charges i n
solids . They were, furthermore, found to vary with the pressur e
of the stopping gas, a variation which may be explained as a
result of a competition between loss of electrons from excite d
states of the fragment ions and radiative transitions to lowe r
states, from which loss of electrons is less probable . The highe r
the pressure, the more frequent are the collisions and the mor e
predominant will be the loss processes ; consequently the total
charges equal to the number of lacking electrons of the fragmen t
ions will increase with the pressure . For low pressures such an
increase was actually found ; for somewhat higher pressures th e
increase was more slow . Unfortunately the experimental arrange ment did only allow the measurements to be carried out for pressures lower than about 35 mm of argon or about 100 mm of the
light gases, hydrogen and helium . The purpose of the present
work was to extend the investigations to higher pressures in orde r
to see whether the increase of charge is continued for the hig h
pressures or whether a constant charge value is reached .
1*
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§ 1 . Experimental arrangement .
The method used is the same as in the earlier measurements ,
the curvatures of the paths being measured by means of thre e
parallel slits, the central one of which is movable in a directio n
perpendicular to the path of the fragments ; however, the geometry

Fig . 1 . Experimental apparatus . Horizontal section .

of the apparatus is somewhat altered . It is shown in Figs . 1 an d
2 . The distance from the uranium layer (1) to the entrance slits
(3) of the ionization chamber is about 70 mm instead of th e
200 mm depth of the deflection chamber in the earlier apparatus ;
therefore, for a certain residual energy of the fragments reachin g
the ionization chamber the pressure in the deflection chambe r
can be three times higher in the new than in the old arrangement .
Moreover, the mica foil covering the slit of the ionization chamber
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in the old arrangement has now been omitted, partly to simplify
the construction, but partly also to obtain higher residual energ y
in the ionization chamber so that a still higher pressure can b e
used in the deflection chamber .
The smaller depth of the deflection chamber results in muc h
smaller displacements of the midmost slit (2) ; in fact, the dis placements are reduced by a factor of 7, so that when we had t o
measure a displacement of 9-11 mm in the earlier work we no w

have to measure displacements of about 1 .5 mm . It is therefor e
necessary to use very narrow slits to obtain sufficient accuracy .
The uranium layer, evaporated on a mica sheet, is placed behin d
a slit (1) of width 0 .18 mm . The slits (2) and (3) are of width s
0 .16 mm and 0 .46 mm, respectively.
Compared with the earlier arrangement the intensity is severely
reduced ; to compensate for this result of the narrowness of th e
slits each of the slits (2) and (3) is replaced by three slits besid e
each other, so that the apparatus acts as three spectrographs i n
parallel . The slits (2) are cut in the same piece of brass and ar e
thus mutually fixed ; the same holds for the slits (3) . When th e
slits (2) are placed exactly midway between the slits (1) and (3) ,
the mutual distances between the slits (2) must be exactly hal f
the corresponding distances between the slits (3) . The distances
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must be so large, that when some fragments pass through th e
central slits of the systems (2) and (3) no other fragments ar e
at the same time able to pass through the central slit of (2) an d
through one of the outermost slits of (3) . From the earlier measurements the width of the charge distribution is known approximately and the present choice of 2 mm as the distance betwee n
the slits (2) could be foreseen to exclude undesired interferenc e
between the ion beams . On the other hand, the mutual distanc e
should not be chosen too large, because then geometrical differ ences between the three spectrographs will play a role ; for th e
same reason it is not advisable to increase the number of paralle l
spectrographs . In the arrangement used the error introduced du e
to geometrical differences is smaller than one percent and ca n
thus be neglected .
The brass piece in which the slit (1) is cut and which supports
the mica sheet with the uranium layer is screwed and soldere d
to the brass bar (7) . The two electrodes of the ionization chambe r
are fixed to the same bar, but insulated by means of perspex .
The one electrode, which is connected to the negative terminu s
of a battery (B), has the shape of a box surrounding the secon d
electrode, which is simply a brass plate . Free electrons are collected on the latter electrode, which is connected to a linea r
amplifier (A) . The former electrode carries the brass plate wit h
the slits (3) . The recording of the fragments is done in som e
cases by a thyratron and a mechanical counter, in other case s
by a cathode-ray-oscillograph, which is photographed on a continuously moving film . The brass piece with the slits (2) is sup ported by two plates (8), one below and one above the ionizatio n
chamber . These plates are fixed to the slide (4), which by means
of two springs is pressed tightly against the rod (5) ; the positio n
of the slits (2) is determined by the micrometer screw (6) . Th e
bar (7) is screwed to a brass plate (9), which also supports th e
slide . This brass plate is fastened to the outer walls of the apparatus, which are the same as was used in the earlier arrangement .
It can be taken out together with the essential parts of the apparatus, slide, ionization chamber, and all slits . It is fastened to thre e
brass supports (14) and (15) ; one of these (14) has a tap, o n
which the brass plate can rotate, until it is fixed by pressing i t
against the supports (15) by means of screws . A fourth brass
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rod (16) goes through a hole in the brass plate (9) ; the rotatio n
of the latter is governed by the screw (10) and a spring. Th e
lengths of the brass supports (14) and (15) are adjusted in suc h
a way as to bring the uranium layer close to the neutron source ,
a beryllium plate (11) soldered to four cooling tubes . As will b e
clear from the figures the space is rather limited, and only smal
l
movements of the slits (2) and only small rotations of the whol e
apparatus can be allowed ; several stops (not shown) serve t o
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avoid damage to the apparatus . In Fig . 1 are shown the edge s
of the Dees (12) and the wall of the cyclotron chamber (13) .
It is clear that the slits must be made and arranged wit h
utmost care, great accuracy being necessary . In order to show
the precision obtained some details shall, as an example, b e
given about the slits (2) . The widths of the slits are denoted
di , d 2 , and d 3 , and the distances between them a and b (Fig . 3) ;
the latter are measured from the left (or right) edge of one sli t
to the corresponding edge of the adjacent slit . Measurements at
the three places I, II, and III gave the figures in Table 1 . As seen ,
they do not vary by more than 0 .01 mm . The same is valid
for the corresponding figures for the slits (3) . The mutual distance s
between the latter slits were intended to be 4 .00 mm, but the y
turned out to be 3 .96 mm and 3 .97 mm . To compensate for this
deviation the distance from the uranium layer to the slits (2 )
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was put equal to 35 .0 mm, but the distance between the systems
(2) and (3) to 34 .4 mm,
TABLE 1 .
Widths and mutual distances of slits (2) in mm .
I
I
II
III

dl

a

dE

b

d3

0.16
.15
.15

1 .99
2 .00
2 .00

0 .16
.16
.15

2 .00
2 .00
2 .00

0 .1 6
.1 6
.15

The brass plate with the slits (2) is fastened to the suppor t
in such a way that it can he rotated so as to make the sills (2 )
parallel to the slit (1) . The arrangement is similar to the one
described above, the rotation being carried out by means of a
screw and a spring, but due to the limited space and to avoid
sharp edges and points the whole mechanism for adjustment i s
made very small and buried in a recess in the supporting plate ;
the spring is made of phosfor bronce so as not to disturb th e
magnetic field . The adjustment is obtained using a suitable ligh t
source, a lamp with one vertical filament placed near the focu s
of a lens . Light from this source is sent through the slit (1) s o
as to make a " shadow image " of the slit (1) on the plate with
the slits (2) . This image is made parallel to a line which previousl y
is drawn exactly parallel to the slits (2) . By repeating the adjust ment one may from the orientation of the screw estimate th e
uncertainty . The deviation from exact parallelism is believed t o
be smaller than 0 .03 mm along the whole length (15 mm) o f
the slits .
In similar way the slits (3) are made parallel to the slits (2) .
It may be mentioned that even if small deviations from parallelism occur they need not give rise directly to errors in th e
measuring results, but they will strongly affect the uncertainty.
An obliquity has the effect to make the slits broader with respec t
to resolving power but not with respect to intensity, so that i t
will make the observed deflection distribution broader and mor e
flat .
When the apparatus is mounted it is adjusted in such a wa y
that the slits are parallel to the lines of magnetic force . The
direction of the latter is made visible by means of a piece o f
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thin steel wire movable about a horizontal axis through its center
of gravity. This needle is held by a long thin arm and place d
close to the slits (3), the back-wall of the ionization chambe r
being removed . Using the screw (10) the apparatus is rotated
until the shadow of the needle when using the above mentioned light source is parallel to the slits ; a telescope is used fo r
observation . The adjustment is repeated after the needle has bee n
turned 180° about its length axis . The uncertainty is about
0 .03 mm on the whole length of the slits (3) (18 mm) or 0° .1 .
The lines of force are found to be vertical within the limits o f
error .
Great care was taken to obtain a high purity of the gases .
The helium was filtered through charcoal in liquid air ; th e
hydrogen and the argon were of purity higher than 99 .9 per cent .
It was found that with 300 mm H 2 in the chamber an admixtur e
of a few millimeter of air produced a shift in the deflectio n
distribution, the peak being moved from the hydrogen curve t o
about the argon curve (see later) . Since, according to the earlier
measurements 1 ) the cross-sections for capture and loss of electrons
by the fragments are very much smaller in hydrogen than in th e
heavy gases, it should just be expected that a small admixtur e
of air in the hydrogen would have a considerable influence o n
the charge .
§ 2 . The measurements .
A difference from the earlier experiments lies in the fact tha t
now the pressure is the same between the uranium layer and th e
ionization chamber as if is inside the latter . At low pressure s
the residual range of fragments reaching the chamber is long ,
but it cannot be fully employed, the depth of the chamber bein g
too small ; at high pressures the equivalent depth of the chamber
is great, but the residual range is only short . From an earlier
work of the author 3 ) the mean energy spent by the fragment s
inside the ionization chamber may be estimated, and Table 2
gives the figures . By the estimation it has been taken into account
that the thickness of the uranium layer is considerable, 1 . 2
mg/cm2 .
Since the ionization chamber is placed rather close to th e
Be-target in the cyclotron the background due to y-rays and
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TABLE 2 .
Energy loss inside the ionization chambe r
Gas

H,

A

Pressure

100 mm
200
300
400
38
76
114
152

Light fragment

Heavy fragment

16 NIeV
24
22
16
17
25
22
12

12 MeV
12
10
8
14
11
8
4

neutrons is high . This background together with the thicknes s
of the uranium layer involve alarge spread in the energy measurements . Therefore one cannot expect to be able to distinguis h
between the two fragments in the same manner as earlier, whe n
the energy difference is so low as is the case at a pressure o f
100 mm H 2 . At this pressure the recording is performed simpl y
by means of a thyratron biased properly . The number of fragments is counted for each position of the slits (2) within th e
interval of interest, this interval being crossed several times i n
both directions . The deflection distribution is shown in Fig . 4 a .
For comparison, in Fig . 4b is shown a curve obtained in ' a
similar way at a pressure of 300 mm H 2 . At this pressure th e
background is so high, that the heavy group of fragments dis appears . Only the light group is counted, and correspondingl y
the peak in Fig. 4b is narrower than the one in Fig . 4a, whic h
includes both groups of fragments .
At an intermediate pressure, 200 mm H 2 , the differenc e
between the energy losses inside the ionization chamber of th e
two groups is great and the background is not higher than t o
allow at least some of the heavy fragments to be counted . At
this pressure the pulses are recorded by means of the photo graphic arrangement ; when the films have been measured, th e
material is divided into two parts according to the sizes of th e
pulses . The larger pulses are ascribed to the light group, th e
smaller pulses to the heavy group (cf . ref . 1 )) . Since not all heav y
fragments are included, some having disappeared in the background, one should not divide in such a way that the two parts
are equal in number . By trying to divide in different ways on e

finds that the position of the peak for the light group can b e
determined rather accurately, while the position of the peak fo r
the heavy group is only roughly indicated .
It was planned to measure the deflections at pressures o f
100 mm H2 and higher ; of course it would also be of interes t
to follow the deflection pressure curve down to lower pressure s
in order to compare with the earlier measurements . However ,
this turned out to be somewhat difficult ; the ionization chamber
was found to work well at pressures of 100 mm H 2 and higher ,
n
6-
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4-
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Fig. 4 . Deflection distributions obtained at 100 mm 11 2 (a) and at 300 mm H 2 (b) .

but not at very low pressures . At 30 mm H 2 an ion collection can
be obtained, but when the voltage across the chamber is too lo w
(N 50 volts) only a few and small pulses occur, and when it is
too high (N 200 volts) corona discharge takes place . At pressures
of 10 and 15 mm H 2 attempts to get the chamber to work hav e
been unsuccessful . The reason for the difficulties is presumably ,
that the ionization chamber is situated inside a magnetic field o f
strength 18,000 oersteds . In vacuum a very high voltage woul d
be needed to draw the ions to the collecting plate, and for usual
voltages the path of an ion would consist of a series of cycloida l
loops, so that the resulting displacement of the ion would be i n
a direction perpendicular to the electric force and the ion woul d
never reach the collecting plate . By a field strength N 100 volt s
per cm the length of a single loop will be about 2 x 10- 5 cm fo r
the negative ions, which are free electrons, as above mentioned .
When the ionization chamber is filled with a gas to a sufficiently
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high pressure, however, the elastic collisions between the mole cules of the gas and the ions will be so numerous, that the move ment of the ions will be completely altered and they will b e
collected almost as easily as without the magnetic field . When
the gas pressure is reduced the number of collisions decreases ,
and difficulties may be expected to arise when the pressur e
is lowered so much that the mean free path for collisions become s
much larger than the length of the cycloidal loops . Already at
atmospheric pressure the mean free path for the negative ion s
in hydrogen is comparable with the length of a loop . This woul d
seem to account for the observed difficulties at pressures below
30 mm H 2, since at such pressures the electronic mean free pat h
is considerably longer than a loop .
In helium the chamber works well at pressures of 150 m m
and higher ; it can work at 100 mm, but corona takes place a t
a considerably lower voltage than in hydrogen .
In argon the chamber will work at pressures of 35 mm and
higher . Yet, while the countings can be reproduced when the tw o
light gases are used, the pulse sizes found with a certain pressur e
of argon vary from one experiment to the next and consequentl y
the number of pulses higher than a certain limit will also var y
(N 30 °/ 0 ) . Even in the same experiment the conditions may
change in the course of a few hours . However, by repeate d
measurements the most probable deflection value has been foun d
to be unchanged . The reason for the changing sensitivity of th e
chamber is not known, but in this connection it may be mentione d
that in the beginning of the experiments very much larger change s
occurred . These were due to condensation of vapor on th e
uranium layer, which took place although the glass tube (17 )
(see Fig . 2) was cooled down to -65° C ; probably the vapo r
originated from the oil used for greasing the slide . This troubl e
is completely overcome, at least when the light gases are used ,
by pre-heating the cooling water for the Be-target some 15 degrees ;
as seen in Fig . 1, this water also cools (or heats) the surrounding s
of the uranium layer .
In some experiments a mica foil of thickness 0 .47 mg/cm 2 ha s
been placed close in front of the uranium layer . In order to d o
this it was necessary to take out the whole apparatus ; then i t
was of great importance that the micrometer-screw would show
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the same zero point when the apparatus was replaced . Now, to
the plate (9) a stop-screw is fastened, which prevents the slid e
from moving too far the left . When the micrometer-screw i s
loosened the springs already mentioned will press the slide agains t
the stop-screw . The figure which is read on the screw-head, whe n
the micrometer-screw just touches the slide in this position, was
used as a relative zero point ; it was found to be unchange d
within one hundredth of a millimeter from one run to the next
run . Of course, this does not necessarily mean, that the apparatu s
is unchanged ; however, after opening and replacing of the apparatus, the deflections were found, within the limits of error, to
be the same as before .
Determination of the absolute zero-point for the micrometerscrew-the figure corresponding to zero deflection-has been mad e
by means of a photo-multiplier . The inner part of the apparatu s
was taken out and fastened to a flange by means of three support s
in the same way as in the actual arrangement . Light was sent
through the slits and measured by the photo-multiplier ; by means
of a micrometer-screw the position of the slide giving maximu m
of light was determined relative to the position in which the slid e
is pressed against the stop-screw .

§ 3 . Results .
In Fig . 5 the most frequent deflections corresponding to th e
various pressures are plotted against the pressure .
For hydrogen the peaks obtained at 300 and 400 min cor respond to the light group, as mentioned above . At 200 mm th e
point for the light fragment is also directly measured while a t
100 and at 30 mm H 2 the observed points correspond to som e
sort of average values between the two groups . The peak cor responding to 100 mm H 2 was obtained by means of the thyrotron ,
but in one experiment photographic recording was used ; this
experiment gave as results, firstly that the position of the pea k
is independent of the minimum pulse size counted, i . e . it is
impossible, as was also expected, to distinguish between the tw o
groups by means of the pulse size ; secondly, that the fragment
pulses are clearly separated from the background pulses, th e
smallest fragment pulses being greater than the largest pulses of
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the background . This latter result tells us, that in the peak show n
in Fig . 4a equal numbers of fragments from the two group s
occur . If the distribution curves for the two groups both wer e
equal in shape to the curve in Fig . 4b it would seem reasonabl e
to analyse the curve in Fig . 4a, and the position of the peak s
corresponding to each of the groups thus determined would b e
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Fig . 5 . Total charge of fission fragments as function of the pressure of the stoppin g
gas.
Ordinates : Deflection a in mm . The scale to the right side gives the approximat e
charge in units of the electron charge .
Abscissae : Pressure of the stopping gas in mm Hg . Upper scale valid for argon ,
lower scale for hydrogen and helium .
Big and small open circles, squares, and triangles correspond to the light fragmen t
in II2, A, and He, respectively ; regarding the difference between the small an d
the big points, see text . The small and medium sized full circles and triangle s
correspond to the heavy fragment in H 2 and IIe, respectively . The biggest ful l
circles and the big full triangle give the most frequent deflections for all fission
fragments and thus correspond to "mean values" between the figures for the tw o
groups .

plausible . The small circles in Fig . 5 give the result, the ope n
and the full circle corresponding to the light and heavy group ,
respectively . Since the assumption of equality in shape of th e
distribution curves is certainly not fulfilled. the points are some what uncertain ; especially, the point for the heavy group ma y
possibly lie too high . The small points for 30 mm pressure ar e
obtained in a similar way .
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In the earlier experiments the deflection pressure curv e
was determined in the range 0-100 mm of hydrogen . The cor responding curve valid for the present arrangement may b e
calculated in the following way. Fragments with an initial radiu s
of curvature e = 35 cm will in the old arrangement correspon d
to an a-value of 12 .1 mm 4) ; this is calculated from the know n
variation of the magnetic field along a radius of the cyclotron ,
a variation which in relative measure is essentially the same fo r
all values of the central field . In the present arrangement th e
field is constant along the whole path from uranium layer t o
ionization chamber and one finds that e = 35 cm correspon d
to a = 1 .72 mm . Hence, one mm deflection in the old arrangement corresponds to 0 .142 mm in the present arrangement .
Using this result the curve for the light fragment in the inter val 0-100 mm H 2 is calculated . It is shown in Fig . 5, wher e
it has been fitted together with the curve above 100 mm pressure .
By this procedure the zero-point for the micrometer-screw is
fixed ; the value so obtained agrees within the limits of erro r
with the zero-point measured directly in the way described i n
the preceding paragraph .
Using the same value for the zero-point the curves for th e
light group in argon and helium are calculated for the interval s
0-35 mm A and 0-100 mm He . The curve for argon is show n
in the figure ; the curve for helium coincides with the one show n
in the interval 0-20 mm and at 90 mm . As seen, both curves
fit in nicely with the experimental points now obtained .
The curves for the heavy group in hydrogen and helium ar e
calculated in a similar way and they are shown by the dashed lines .
In the calculation of the curves for pressures smaller tha n
35 mm A or 100 nun H 2 or He one did not directly use th e
deflection pressure curve obtained by the old arrangement ; it
was taken into account that at pressures of 35 mm of argo n
and 100 mm of the light gases the deflections were, in the ol d
arrangement, not simply proportional to the initial charges, bu t
corrections were involved by the slowing down of the fragments .
In the present experiments the corresponding corrections are, a t
the same pressures, much smaller, since the length of the deflectio n
path is reduced to one third .
The measurements in helium are very similar to those in
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hydrogen, but the measurements in argon exhibit some new
features . The deflection distribution obtained at 37 min A i s
similar in shape to the one obtained at 100 mm H 2 , but th e
number of fragments per unit neutron dose is much smaller ,
somewhat less than the half . At 76 mm A nearly the same resul t
is found . Photographic recording shows, that it is not possible
neither at 37 nor at 76 mm to get two peaks by dividing th e
fragments into two groups according to their sizes . At 105 mm A
the peak is much broader than at the lower pressures, the half value breadth being increased by 50-60 per cent . At 140 mm A
the curve is smeared out to a very broad and very flat, almos t
undetectable peak. This is caused by the compound scattering ,
which according to theory 5 ) increases along the path of th e
fragments and is highest near the end of the track . The small
number of fragments indicates, that already at the lower pressures
the compound scattering of the heavy fragments is large enoug h
to make the distribution curve so broad that the fragments canno t
be detected . It must be concluded that only the light group i s
observed and, as seen in Fig . 5, this conclusion gives conformit y
with the earlier measurements . From the cloud-chamber studie s
by BØGGILD, BROSTRØM, and LAURITSEN 6) it is possible to estimat e
roughly the influence of the compound scattering . In the regio n
from 15 .5 mm to 10 .5 mm from the end of the track the bending
of the tracks is, according to these authors, given by a distributio n
curve with an upper limit of about 7 degrees . At 76 mm A th e
deflection in the present arrangement takes place for the heav y
fragments along the path from about 17 to about 10 mm fro m
the end of the track and, hence, we must expect at least a simila r
magnitude of the bending or, since some of the fragments hav e
shorter ranges, probably even a somewhat larger bending . Th e
width of the deflection distribution must therefore be expecte d
to be at least 2 mm larger than the width caused by other factor s
and probably even much broader . Thus, it is to be expecte d
that the heavy fragments cannot be detected at 76 mm pres sure, and it is also reasonable that they cannot either be seen a t
37 mm .
At low pressures the deflection a is proportional to the initial
charge e 4 ) . At higher pressures, where the fragments are slowe d
down along the deflection path, one has
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a= const X

e
mv

Since the charge varies along the range almost proportiona l
to the velocity, a is approximately proportional to the initia l
charge also at higher pressures . We fin d
e = 11 .9 x a
where a is measured in mm and e in electronic charges . Th e
scale thus obtained is given to the right side in Fig . 5 .
Since the variation of e along the range need not be exactl y
proportional to v, small corrections might be necessary to obtain
the initial charge from the deflection a . An attempt to determin e
these corrections has been made by measuring the deflection s
obtained when a mica foil of thickness 0 .47 mg/cm 2 is place d
just in front of the uranium layer . This foil is traversed in a
direction making an angle of about 30° with the normal an d
thus corresponds to about 4 mm of air or to about 12 to 15 m m
of hydrogen . The mean value of the fragment velocity will b e
nearly the same at 400 mm pressure and without absorber as i t
is at 100 mm pressure and with the absorber. The deflections o f
the light group with the mica absorber in position at 100 mm H 2
and at 150 mm He are 1 .55
0 .04 mm and 1 .40 + 0 .04 mm ,
respectively . A comparison with the curves in Fig . 5 at onc e
shows that the possible corrections are negligible .
As will be seen from the figure the charge of the light grou p
of fragments is found to vary strongly at low pressures but t o
be nearly constant for pressures above some 20 mm of argon .
It is interesting that the charge is higher in hydrogen than in
argon . It was for a long time believed that the charge was almos t
the same in all gases except in hydrogen, where it could b e
expected from theoretical considerations 5 ) to be slightly higher .
This expectation is now experimentally verified ; at the sam e
time evidence is found for a difference between the charge i n
A and He, the latter being the smaller one in conformity with
the results of the earlier measurements at low pressure 1 ) .
With increasing pressure the charges of the light fragment s
seem to approach the values 19 e and 18 e in H 2 and A, respectively .
These values are somewhat lower than the corresponding charges
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which from measurements of the specific ionization were estimate d
3) to be 23 .8 s and 22 .2 s, respectively . This difference may b e
explained by the finite size of the fragment ions and the continuous capture and loss of electrons, which involves a somewha t
higher ionization effect than would correspond to a simple point
charge . In fact, the observed differences are of the expected orde r
of magnitude, as will be discussed in a forthcoming paper b y
Bonn and LINDHARD, already referred to in 1), and where a closer
discussion of the capture and loss problems will be given . I n
the meantime Dr . G . I . BELL has kindly informed me that in
connection with a study of such problems he also finds tha t
the corrections due to the above mentioned effects are of a
magnitude corresponding to the difference between the charge s
previously determined from ionizatron measurements and th e
total charges found in the present work .
The present experiments were carried out at the Institute fo r
Theoretical Physics in Copenhagen, and the author wishes t o
express his heartiest thanks to the Director of the Institute ,
Professor NIELS Bonn, for his great and continued interest i n
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